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Suppose that L#K are abelian extensions of the rationals Q with Galois groups
(ZqsZ)n and (ZqrZ)m, respectively, q any prime number. It is proved that LK has
a relative integral basis under certain simple conditions. In particular, [L : K]qs
or qs+1 (according to q is odd or even) is enough. The relative discriminant
D(LK) is also computed explicitly and is proved to be generated by a rational
square under a (necessary and sufficient) condition.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Suppose that L is an algebraic number field, K a subfield of it. Let OL
and OK be the rings of integers in L and K respectively. Then OL is a
torsion-free OK -module. If this module is free, i.e. if OL=OK |1  } } } 
OK |N for some integers |1 , ..., |N # OL , then the extension LK is said to
have a relative integral basis (and |1 , ..., |N is a relative integral basis).
Artin in [1] raised the problem: When does LK has a relative integral
basis?
MacKenzieScheuneman, Fujisaki, BirdParry, and Washington in
[25] studied the problem for bicyclic biquadratic fields L. We completely
solved the problem for cyclic quartic fields and fields with Galois group
(ZqZ)n, q a prime, in [68].
Here we will study abelian extensions L of the rationals Q with Galois
group Gal(LQ)$(ZqsZ)n, a direct product of n cyclic groups of order qs,
q any prime number. Naturally we have
L=K1 K2 } } } Kn , (1)
where Ki are cyclic extensions of degree qs over Q (1in). For any
prime number p, let e( p, K) denote the ramification index (of any prime
factor) of p in K, and let
qe= max
1in
e( p, Ki). (2)
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We will also write e as eL . By f (K) we will denote the conductor of a field
K, i.e. the minimal positive integer f such that K/Q(‘f), where ‘f is an f th
primitive root of unity. By L@ we denote the group of Dirichlet characters
associated to the field L (See [9] for notations). Also we will let f (/) be
the conductor of the character / # L@. f (/) is just the conductor of L/ , the
fixed field of the kernel of /.
Theorem 1. Suppose that L is an abelian extension of Q withGal(LQ)
$(ZqsZ)n, q any prime number. Then the (absolute) discriminant of L is
D(L)=c `
p
pvp,
where c=&1 or +1 according to L being an imaginary quadratic field or
not;
vp=qsn&qsn&e, if p{q;
vq=(e+1) qsn&qsn&e \1+q
e&1
q&1 + , if p=q{2;
v21=(e+1) 2sn&2sn&e, if p=q=2, f (/)4 (mod 8)(\/ # L@ );
v22=(e+1) 2sn, if p=q=2, f (/)#4 (mod 8)(_/ # L@ ),
v2={ and f (/)#0 (mod 8)(_/ # L@);v23=2sn, if p=q=2, f (/)#4 (mod 8)(_/ # L@),and f (/)0 (mod 8)(\/ # L@).
Remark 1. When q=2, the fields L could also be classified as follows.
Write L=K1 } } } Kn as in (1) and assume 2ti & f (Ki). We could make
(2t1, ..., 2tn) congruent to (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0, 4) or (1, ..., 1, 4), or else to
(1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0, ) or (1, ..., 1) modulo 8, then v2=v22 , v23 , v21 , or 0 respec-
tively.
Corollary 1. Let L be as in theorem 1. Then the ramification index of
a prime number p | D(L) is
e( p, L)={2
e+1,
qe,
if p=q=2 and v2=v22 ;
otherwise.
Now assume K is a subfield of L with Gal(KQ)$(ZqrZ)m, and a prime
number p decomposes in K as
( p)=pOK=(p1 } } } pg)e( p, K), (3)
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where pi are distinct prime ideals of K (1i g). We also write
( p)1e( p, K)=p1 } } } pg . (4)
Theorem 2. Let L#K be abelian extensions of Q with Gal(LQ)$
(ZqsZ)n and Gal(KQ)$(ZqrZ)m respectively, and let M=sn&rm. Then
the relative discriminant is
D(LK)=`
p
( p)up,
where
up=qM&e(qe&e$&1), if p{q;
uq=(e&e$) qM+qM&e(qe&e$&1)(q&2)(q&1), if p=q{2;
(e&e$) 2M+2M&e(2e&e$&1), if LK # C(1, 1);
(e&e$) 2M+2M&e$, if LK # C(2, 1);
u2={ (e&e$) 2M, if LK # C(2, 2);e2M, if LK # C(2, 3);
2M, if LK # C(3, 1),
here e$=eK is defined with respect to K just as e to L in (2), and
LK # C(i, j) means v2(D(L))=v2i and v2(D(K))=v2j and p=q=2 in
Theorem 1.
Note that if up are (positive) integers for all p | D(LK), then D(LK) is
a principal ideal generated by a rational number. (We denote it by
D(LK) # Q). It happens, by Theorem 2, if and only if
M{e,e$,
when p{q, or p=q{2, or LK # C(1, 1),
when LK # C(2, 1)
(5)
for prime numbers p with e( p, L){e( p, K).
Theorem 3. Let LK be as in Theorem 2 and [L : K]=qM, then
D(LK) is generated by a square of a rational number (denoted by
D(LK) # Q*2) if and only if
e, when q{2;
M{e+1, when q=2{ p, or LK # C(1, 1);e$+1, when LK # C(2, 1)
for prime numbers p with e( p, L){e( p, K).
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Theorem 4. Let LK be as in Theorem 2 and [L: K]=qM.
(i) If q{2 and Me for prime numbers p with e( p, L){e( p, K),
then LK has a relative integral basis.
(ii) If q=2 and LK is not cyclic and
M>{e,e$,
when p{2, or LK # C(1, 1);
when LK # C(2, 1)
for prime numbers p with e( p, L){e( p, K), then LK has a relative integral
basis.
Example 1. Let LK be as in Theorem 2 and r=s. Then M=
s(n&m)se, so we always have D(LK) # Q. Moreover, if q{2, or if
q=2 and n&m2, then D(LK) # Q*2 and LK has a relative integral
basis by Theorems 4 and 5.
To prove the above theorems, first we recall some results about the
genus field KG of an abelian field K (By definition, KG is the maximal
abelian subfield of the Hilbert class field of K ; KG is also the maximal
abelian field containing K such that the K-primes are all unramified in KG).
The following is well known (e.g. see [10]).
Lemma 1. The genus field of a cyclic number field K of degree qs over
Q is
KG=`
p
0p=K `
p{q
0p ,
where 0p is the unique cyclic subfield of degree e( p, K) in Q(‘p) if p{q, and
0q is a cyclic subfield of degree e(q, K) in Q(‘qt) for a properly large positive
integer t, e( p, K)=qep denotes the ramification index of p in K.
It is easy to see that the minimal value for t in Lemma 1 is
0, if eq=0;
t={2, if q=2, e2=1 and 02=Q(- &1); (6)eq+q , otherwise (q =1 or 2 according to q is odd or 2).
Since K/KG /Q(‘q) > Q(‘p), so naturally we have
Lemma 2. The conductor of a cyclic number field K of degree qs has the
form
f (K)=qtp1 p2 } } } pw , (7)
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where pi#1(mod e( pi , K)) are distinct prime numbers, t is as above and
t # [0, 2, 3, ..., s+q ]. And if t{s+q , there is a pi (1iw) with
e( pi , K)=qs.
Proof of Theorem 1. We will use the Hasse conductor-discriminant
formula
D(L)=(&1)r2 `
/ # L
f (/), (8)
where 2r2 is the number of complex embeddings of L into C. So c=(&1)r2
is as desired obviously. Let the conductor of / (and L/) be
f (/)=qt/ `
p
p, (9)
and
e(q, L/)=qe/, (10)
then t/=e/+q or 2 as in (6). Also we know that e(q, L/) is equal to the
order of /( p) , the p-part of / (see [9]). Now assume L=K1 } } } Kn as in (1),
f (Ki)=qti > p, f (L)=lcm[ f (Ki)]=qt > p and Ki@=(/i); and factorize
/i as
/i=.i(q) `
p{q
.i( p) , (11)
where .i( p) , the p-part of /i , is a character modulo p (if p{q) or qti (if
p=q). Thus L@=(/1 , ..., /n) consists of
/=/k11 } } } /
kn
n (k1 , ..., kn # Zq
sZ). (12)
We will assume e( p, K1)=qe=max[e( p, Ki)], so the order of .p=.1( p)
is qe.
(i) First consider the case p{q. Let .i( p)=.bip , then the p-part
of / is
/( p)=.b1k1+ } } } +bn knp =.
b
p ; (13)
so we consider the congruence
k1+b2 k2+ } } } +bn kn #b (mod qe). (14)
For any fixed b, (14) has qsn&e solutions (k1 , ..., kn) modulo qs. So there are
qsn&qsn&e solutions corresponding to b0 (mod qe), each giving a non-
trival /( p) with p & f (/). Hence via (8) we have vp=qsn&qsn&e.
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(ii) Assume p=q{2. We also have (13) and (14). There are
qi&1(q&1) numbers b (mod qe) with qe&i & b, and each b corresponds to
qsn&e solutions (k1 , ..., kn) mod qs which give / # L@ with e/=i=t/&1
(1ie). So by (8) we have
vq=:
/
t/= :
e
i=1
(i+1) qi&1(q&1) qsn&e,
just as given in Theorem 1.
(iii) Let p=q=2. Denote by  the primitive character modulo 4
with order 2. First assume f (/)4 (mod 8) for all / # L@, so .i(2) {
(1in). Everything is as in the case p=q{2 but t/=e/+2.
(iv) Let p=q=2 and .n(2)= (So there is a / # L@ with f (/)#4
(mod 8)). We assume also n2 and the order of .2=.1(2) is
2e=max[e(2, Ki) | 1in&1]. Then each .i(2) has the form $i.bi2
($i=0 or 1). But since (.$, .", ..., ) =(.$, .", ..., ) , so we may
alternate the subfields Ki and assume .i(2)=.bi2 (1in&1). Thus we
have
/(2)=.b1k1+ } } } +bn&1kn&12 
kn=.b2
kn.
First, assume (b1 , ..., bn&1){(0, ..., 0) (So there is a / # L@ with f (/)#0
(mod 8)), then b1=1 and for each b the congruence k1+b2k2+ } } } +
bn&1kn&1 #b (mod 2e) has 2s(n&1)&e solutions (k1 , ..., kn&1) mod 2s. If
b#0 (mod 2e), then /(2)= (kn must be odd) and t/=2. There are 2i&1
numbers b (mod 2e) with 2e&i & b (1ie), and for such b the order of
/(2) is 2i, so t/=i+2. Thus by (8) we have
v22=2 } 2s(n&1)&e } 2s&1+ :
e
i=1
(i+2) 2i&12s(n&1)&e } 2s=(e+1) 2sn.
Next, assume b1= } } } =bn&1=0 (So f (/)0 (mod 8) for all / # L@), then
kn must be odd if p | D(L), so we have 2sn&1 choices (k1 , ..., kn) mod 2s and
each gives a character /(2)= with t/=2, thus v23=2sn. Finally if n=1
then obviously v23=2s. This proves Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary 1. Consider the case p{q first. By the proof of
Theorem 1 we have /( p)=.bp . So by [9] we know
e( p, L)=*(/( p) | / # L@) =*(.p)=qe.
Other cases go in the similar way.
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Proof of Theorem 2. For any \ # Gal(LQ), we have \D(LK)=
D(\L\K)=D(LK). So if ( p)=POK=(p1 } } } pg)e( p, K) as in (3) and
pa1 & D(LK), then (p1 } } } pg)
a & D(LK). Thus we have
D=D(LK)=`
p
(p1 } } } pg)a( p)=`
p
( p)up,
where up=a( p)e( p, K). Let f ( p) be the residue degree of p1 over p, and let
e( p, K) f ( p) g( p)=[K : Q]=qrm, then we have
NKQ(D)=`
p
( p)a( p) f ( p) g( p),
NNQ(D)=D(L)D(K)[L : K]=`
p
pvp&vp$[L : K],
here v$p=vp(D(K)) is defined with respect to K just as vp to L in
Theorem 1. Thus up=a( p)e( p, K)=a( p) f ( p) g( p)(e( p, K) f ( p) g( p))=
(vp&v$p[L : K])qrm. By Theorem 1, we can then easily obtain the value of
up in all the cases, and hence obtain Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. Note that D(LK) # Q*2 means up are (positive)
integers and up #0 (mod 2) for each prime number p | D(L, K). So
Theorem 3 follows from a careful examination of up via Theorem 2.
For the proof of Theorem 4, we recall that OL $ON&1K J via the
theorem of E. Steinitz and I. Kaplansky on modules over Dedekind
domain, where J is an ideal of K, N=[L : K]. Let 2=2LK ([:i]) be the
discriminant of any K-basis [:i](1iN) of L (as a vector space over K),
and put D=D(LK). Then D2 is a square of an ideal of K.
Theorem (Artin [1]). The ideal (D2)12 and J are in the same ideal
class of K. Therefore LK has a relative integral basis if and only if (D2)12
is a principal ideal of K.
Proof of Theorem 4. By Artin’s theorem and Theorem 3, it is sufficient
to show u2 # K*2 for some unit u of K. When q{2, we assume L=K(%);
then Gal(LK) acts on the conjugates of % as a permutation group, and it
consists of only even permutations since its order is odd, which means
2LK ([%i]) # K*2. When q=2, LK is not cyclic, so L=L1L2 with some
abelian extensions LiK of degree 2Mi2 (i=1, 2), and 2M1+M2=[L : K].
Let [xi] and [ yj] be K-bases of L1 and L2 respectively, then [xiyj] is a
K-basis of L. Therefore
2LK ([xiyi])=\2L1K ([xi])
[L : L1]NL1K (2LL1([ yj]))
=\2L1K ([xi])
2M2 } 2L2K ([ yj])
2M1 # \K*2.
This proves Theorem 4.
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In the above, we have markedly improved the results announced
in [11].
As for the explicit construction of a relative integral basis for LK, we
have done only in very few cases, i.e. for cyclic quartic L (in [6]) and for
some simple L with Gal(LQ)$(Z2Z)3.
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